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Abstract

To support m-commerce applications, a service discovery mechanism where services can announce their presence and mobile users can locate these services is needed. Service discovery in dynamic mobile environments poses many challenges such as service providers may create and delete services or servers anytime; mobile services may be deployed in various forms, etc. In this paper, we propose a design for a Service Locating Service (SLS), which addresses some of these issues to provide a flexible service discovery mechanism for m-commerce applications. In our architecture, we adopt a dynamic tree structure for organizing SLS servers to meet the dynamic requirements of services and servers; we introduce service aggregation for fast locating; and we also propose multiple service matching mechanisms, which contain an attribute matching engine and a semantic matching engine for different service interfaces. We describe our concepts, architecture and implementation, and present a performance study for our prototype.
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1. Introduction

The emergence of wireless networks and mobile devices has created a new field known as mobile commerce in which applications and services are becoming accessible from user’s network-enabled mobile devices. Recent researches (Sadeh, 2002; UMTS, 2000) show that mobile services are expected to expand significantly in the next few years in
term of popularity, variety and complexity. Examples of such services are applications that allow mobile users to locate and download MP3 music from a music server. With numerous mobile services and devices, how to facilitate users in discovering these services is indeed a challenging task judging from the diversity of services and the dynamics of users as well as service providers.

The design of a service discovery mechanism for m-commerce applications poses a number of challenges. First, mobile services are dynamic as service providers may create, update, and change them at any time. A server in which services are stored may also join or leave the system frequently. To meet the dynamic requirements of services and servers, the Service Locating Service (SLS) servers in our system are constructed and managed using a dynamic tree. The dynamic tree structure has the ability to quickly adapt to the changes imposed by creating, updating or deleting services and adding or removing SLS servers. It is able to re-configure itself quickly.

Second, how to locate a service in an efficient way is an important issue. For example, searching among different servers, which stores large number of services, may become very slow and inefficient. As an attempt to address this issue, we propose the concept of service aggregation, which allows the lower-tiered SLS servers to keep detailed service information and the upper-tiered SLS servers to aggregate this specific information into a more compact form. These aggregated information serve as routing index for a query to quickly find out a searching path that leads to the destination server. Hence, the efficiency of service locating can be improved.

Third, mobile services are deployed in various forms and with different service interfaces. A same service may be represented in an attributed form or a semantic description or Jini’s interface, etc. A flexible service discovery system should enable to locate all available services conforming to a particular functionality or set of attributes. We incorporate both attribute-based and semantic matching mechanisms in our system and also retain Jini’s interface matching to provide users a flexible means to search for services. The SLS system is able to convert a user’s query between different forms to adopt different matching mechanisms for locating services.

The initial design of the SLS system was included in the paper (Gu et al., 2003). The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 discusses related work. Section 3 describes our design concepts; followed by the SLS system architecture in Section 4. In Section 5 we present our implementation and performance measurements; and finally we conclude in Section 6.

2. Related work

In recent years, many service discovery architectures arising from both industrial research and academic research. Jini (Waldo and Arnold, 2000) is a distributed service discovery architecture built on top of Java object and RMI (Java remote method invocation) system. A service proxy object is registered with Jini Lookup Service. A client downloads the service proxy and invokes it to access the service, which is identified by means of Java class hierarchy. Jini employs Java interface matching. As such, client is solely responsible for knowing the precise name of the Java class representing the service.
The Jini architecture has the limitation on scalability as it does not provide any solutions to connect Jini federations, which may reside in global networks. Universal Plug and Play (UPnP, 2000) has a Peer-to-Peer architecture based on TCP/IP networks and is designed to accommodate home networks or small office networks. It uses the Simple Service Discovery Protocol for discovery of services, which can operate with or without a lookup service in the network. It has a simple XML matching mechanism; however, XML was defined only at syntactic level. Salutation (The Salutation Consortium, 1999) is an open standard of communication independent service discovery and session management protocol. The Salutation architecture defines an entity called the Salutation Lookup Manager that functions as a service broker for services in the network. The services are discovered based on a comparison of the required service types with the service types stored in the Salutation Lookup Manager directory. Universal Description, Discovery and Integration (UDDI) (Bellwood, 2001) is an emerging industry standard that defines a business oriented discovery mechanism to a global registry holding XML-based WSDL service descriptions. It uses SOAP that allows one program to invoke service interfaces across the Internet in a language independent and distributed manner. UDDI aims at global networks, but it is targeted towards web services (Curbera et al., 2002) and has less dynamic support. Secure Service Discovery Service (SDS) (Czerwinski et al., 1999) is a research level service discovery system developed at University of California, Berkeley. It has a client-repository-server type architecture and has an XML-based semantic matching mechanism. Service descriptions and queries are specified using XML. It has simple semantic matching capability based on XML. International Naming System (INS) (Adjie-Winoto et al., 1999) is a resource discovery and service locating system for dynamic and mobile networks developed at Massachusetts Institute of Technology. It uses a simple naming language based on attributes and values to achieve expressiveness, integrates name resolution and message forwarding that tracks change, and uses soft-state name discovery protocols that enable robust operation. INS has the limitation when it scales to large numbers of resources spread throughout wide-area networks. INS/Twine (Balazinska et al., 2002) achieves more scalability by partitioning the name space across resolvers by mapping names into numeric keys.

3. Design concepts

In this section, we discuss some of the major concepts used in our architecture.

3.1. Dynamic tree structure

In our system, we adopt a dynamic tree structure for organizing SLS servers. The tree is dynamically constructed in multiple levels. SLS servers can be added to or deleted from any levels of the tree during runtime. Whenever a SLS server joins or leaves the tree, the SLS system responds to these changes by updating and notifying its parent or children servers. We will describe more details in Section 4.2. Arranging the SLS servers in multiple levels also enable us to apply a scaleable service aggregation scheme.
3.2. Service aggregation

The general concept of data aggregation refers to any process in which information is gathered and expressed in a summary form. This technique has been used in many areas such as statistical analysis, etc. Based on this technique, we introduce the concept of service aggregation, which allows each SLS server to keep summarized service information about all its children servers. In this way, each server stores these aggregated service information as routing index to all its children servers. The main benefit of this scheme is that the searching paths can be found quickly based on the routing table in each server. Service aggregation can also minimize the storage cost at each SLS server as the aggregated information of all its children servers is represented using a compact form. Furthermore, it can reduce the cost of message exchange since only aggregated service information is transmitted between a pair of parent–child servers. The concept of service aggregation was implemented by an aggregator (as described in Section 4.4.2).

3.3. Multiple service matching mechanisms

Mobile services are commonly developed by different service providers using different service creation platforms; and hence represented in various forms. Most existing mobile services are defined in syntactic level such as predefined service types and attributes in Salutation or Jini’s interface; and they leverage on attributed-based or interface-based matching mechanisms. We believe that syntactic level matching is not adequate as the same service may be implemented by different interfaces. There is a need to discover services in a semantic manner, which based on the capabilities and functionalities of services. Semantic matching plays a key role in discovering mobile services due to the heterogeneity of service interfaces in mobile environments.

With the emerging trend of the Semantic Web, services can be defined in a semantic manner by using semantic languages. For example, the DAML initiative is developing a DAML-based Web Service Ontology named DAML-S (Ankolenkar et al., 2002) to describe Web Services based on their capabilities and functionalities. Clearly the technology for the semantic web is also applicable to semantic service discover in a mobile domain. We have designed an ontology for describing mobile services by tailoring DAML-S for the special need of mobile services such as lightweight—the ontology has to be light weight to minimize information load and communication cost; context constraints—mobile services are often constrained with the capability of mobile devices and network condition, etc.

In SLS, we introduce an attribute matching mechanism when services are described in syntactic level by attributes and a semantic matching mechanism when services are described in semantic level using semantic language-DAML+OIL (Horrocks, 2002). We also retain Jini’s interface matching employed by Jini infrastructure. Service providers may register a mobile service using different service interfaces such as a service template describing attributes, a DAML+OIL (DAML in short) description of the service, or Jini’s interface. Clients attempting to discover services will have the following service matching options: either to invoke a specific matching mechanism or invoke other service matching mechanisms. The client’s query can be converted between different interfaces. For example, when a client issues a query described in an attributed-based
template, the corresponding attribute-based matching mechanism will be automatically invoked. The client can also request the system to convert his query to other forms—semantic representation or Jini’s interface to invoke semantic matching and Jini’s interface matching. Hence, the multiple service matching mechanisms provide users a flexible means to discover mobile services.

4. System architecture

The SLS system consists of three components: SLS servers, SLS clients and services as shown in Fig. 1. A SLS server is a service information repository, providing SLS clients with access to all available services. A Service can are registered to any SLS server with different service interfaces, i.e. using a service template, a DAML description or Jini’s interface. SLS clients on behalf of end users can search for services. In the following section, we describe these components in details, focusing on the roles in the system and how they interact with each other.

4.1. SLS communication

For communication between a pair of parent–child SLS servers, between SLS clients and servers, and between services and SLS servers, we use Java RMI. The main advantage
of Java RMI is interoperability between heterogeneous platforms; and it also offers a certain degree of security features. RMI allows distributed objects can invoke each other’s methods even if such underlying platforms as processors, operating systems, and programming languages are heterogeneous. This feature fits the need of m-commerce applications well due to heterogeneous platforms in such a domain. The requirements for implementing an RMI client or server are simply having an implementation of JVM; and it is easily met giving evidence that many mobile devices with such capability are available nowadays.

4.2. Building a dynamic server tree

To construct a server tree, we take a bottom-up approach. Starting up a new SLS server requires performing self-configuration and sending advertisement messages on global multicast channel. These messages contain the multicast address to use for sending service announcements. As shown in Fig. 2, when the service load on Server A reaches a certain threshold, one or more new servers (B or D) on the same level are created and configured. The system requires setting up a new parent Server C at one level up to connect these children servers. The abstracted service information in Server A, B and D will be

Fig. 2. The dynamic SLS server tree.
aggregated to C. The same process is repeated if the service load on Server C reaches a threshold. The path for service aggregation is always from low-level servers to high-level servers. A parent server keeps track of their children servers through the SLS server manager (described in Section 4.4.1).

To allow the flexibility of server joining and leaving, a new server can select any server as its parent to join as long as the abstracted service information on its parent server is below the threshold. For example, when Server X has found a Server G using multicast or unicast and wishes to join the tree, the abstracted service information in Server X will be transmitted to Server G. These abstracted service information will be propagated upwards along the child-to-parent path until the root server is reached. Our system also allows joining two server trees, which may belong to different service providers. For example, a server tree may join the existing tree (A–G) by connecting its root server to Server G (i.e. Server X is replaced with a server tree). Again, the same service aggregation process is applied. Any SLS server or a set of SLS servers can also leave the tree. For example, if Server G wants to leave the tree, a service aggregation update will be performed along the child-to-parent path and all its children servers (i.e. X) will have to find another parent server to join. In the case of server failure, in our current design, we treat the failed server as a deleted server. Hence, all its children servers need to find a new parent server to join.

The basic function of the SLS is to answer clients’ queries. A SLS server uses its Service Locating Manager, which consists of multiple service matching engines (described in Section 4.4.3) to search for services. A service can be registered to any server based on server load, geographic region, administrative domain, and favourite, etc.

4.3. Services and SLS clients

Services in m-commerce applications can be described and registered to a SLS server in various forms in our system: a service template, a DAML description or Jini’s interface.

A service template consists of attribute-value pairs describing the properties of a service in terms of service type and associate attributes, including service provider, IP address and service description, etc. Service providers can add additional attribute names and values when the need arises. It provides a high-level description of services, which typically would be presented to users when browsing a service registry. It will be used during the attribute matching.

For semantic description, services are represented by DAML descriptions, which consist of ontology and instances, in terms of their capabilities and functionalities. The ontology defines a set of classes and properties specifically for describing services, which consists of three types of information: a human readable description of the service, a specification of the functionalities that are provided by the service, and a list of functional attributes which provide additional information and requirements about the service that assist when reasoning about several services with similar capabilities. The functional specification of a service is represented in terms of inputs, outputs and preconditions. An example of advertisement is shown in Fig. 3. It shows a MP3 music service returns which music can be brought to a requester when presented with a music title and a credit card number.
A service can also be described and registered using Jini’s interface as specified in (Waldo and Arnold, 2000).

A SLS client uses Java RMI to connect to a SLS server providing coverage for its area, and submit a query in any form mentioned above. The SLS client can also specify in the query to allow the system to convert its query to other forms to invoke corresponding matching mechanisms. Converting between different forms is performed by the Service Locating Manager in a SLS server. Constraints can be specified in the query, for example, the SLS client may specify to return the result immediately once a service is found to achieve the best response time.

4.4. SLS servers

A SLS server consists of Service Locating Manager, Service Aggregator and SLS server manager as shown in Fig. 4. Their functionalities are described.

4.4.1. SLS server manager

The SLS server manager is responsible for server management. Its functionality includes server self-configuration, building and updating the dynamic server tree and keeping track of server relationship. It creates and updates the following parameters in a server.

Fig. 3. Advertisement of a service in DAML+OIL.
Server name. It contains the name of a SLS server.
Server GUID (Global Unique Identifier). It is used to identify each SLS server. Each server has one unique GUID.
Server level. It designates the level of a server.
Parent/child server. It keeps a reference to its parent server and its child server.

4.4.2. Service aggregator

The Service Aggregator is an entity which analyses service information from other SLS servers and aggregates them into abstracted service information in a compact form. Its functionality is to perform service aggregation when creating, updating and deleting of SLS servers or services. Service aggregation is done by abstracting service type information from a wide range of mobile services. For example, m-commerce applications, which are represented by the root service-\textit{mServiceAll}, can be categorized into main categories: Mobile Information Services-\textit{mInformation}, Mobile Directory Services-\textit{mDirectory}, Mobile Banking Services-\textit{mBanking}, Mobile Entertainment-\textit{mEntertainment}, etc. Main categories and sub-categories can be further divided. For example, \textit{mEntertainment} can be divided into: \textit{Video}, \textit{Music}, etc.; \textit{Music} can be divided into \textit{MP3}, etc. When a new service registers itself into a server, its abstracted service information gets updated in the local server and will be propagated to its parent servers until reaching the root server as illustrated in Fig. 5.

In the case of attribute-based service representation, a Service Type Table is used to store abstracted service information. The Service Type Table keeps all abstracted service information that a SLS server can support. For services represented in Jini’s interface, the same aggregation scheme is followed but with a different set of Service Type tables.

In the case of semantic service representation, service aggregation is achieved by profile-based class hierarchy and managed by Class Hierarchy Table. The Class Hierarchy Table keeps a set of hierarchy subclasses through which a SLS server can provide services. We construct a hierarchy of subclasses of the \textit{mProfile} class to categorize a broad array of mobile services. Each subclass inherits the properties from its superclass. Each SLS server contains a set of class hierarchy in which it can provide these services; and its parent server stores the superclass. In this way, service instances can be distributed among SLS servers where a parent–child relationship exists based on the class hierarchy. Each SLS server maintains a Class Hierarchy Table indicates which services the SLS server can provide.
support. If there are any new DAML ontologies and instances registered or there is a structural change on its children servers, the Class Hierarchy Table will be updated.

4.4.3. Service locating manager

The functionalities of the Service Locating Manager include converting different query forms, service registration, service matching, and consistency check for service ontologies and instances. Query conversion is done in a SLS server; hence it can offload the burden of processing in a resource-constrained mobile device and minimize the message transferred from client to server. The Service Locating Manager checks the consistency of each service or ontology registered. Services with different forms are stored in different databases. Service matching is done by multiple service matching engines, which consist of an attribute matching engine and a semantic matching engine. We also retain the interface matching employed by Jini. In Jini architecture, a service is registered as a Java/Jini object to LUS. The Jini interface matching engine in LUS maps interfaces indicating the functionality provided by a service to sets of objects. The corresponding matching engine will be automatically invoked depending on the form of a query.

Attribute matching engine. In the attribute matching, both services and queries are defined using service templates. The attribute matching mechanism is based on a frame-based search engine, which increases its precision compared to keyword-based search engines at the cost of requiring that all services be modelled as frames using templates. It will match services whose service type and attribute values equal to those in the query. The results for the search will be returned to the client in a ranked order if multiple service instances have been found. The ranking is determined by the number of matched attributes and the priority of attributes.

Semantic matching engine. The architecture of the semantic matching engine is shown in Fig. 6. For semantic matching, services are marked up in DAML+OIL. A service provider registers its DAML service ontologies and instances with any SLS server. The service ontological information and instances are presented as inputs to the DAML reasoner. The reasoner parses each statement in the ontologies and instances; checks
the validity of each statement to ensure they conform to the ontology. Then the reasoner loads the ontology, the instances and relationship rules into its Knowledge Base. When a SLS client makes a query through the application GUI, the query is converted to a DAML description and parsed by the reasoner for checking of validity. If the checking succeeds, the reasoner will parse all DAML statements to RDF triples (Resource Description Framework) and perform semantic matching. The results will return to the client when a match is found.

5. Implementation and performance

In this section, we present our implementation and performance evaluation. We implemented the SLS system based on Java J2SE 1.3.1. We tailored the J2SE 1.3.1 RMI runtime classes to accompany the need of resource-constrained mobile devices.

A testbed for performance evaluation has also been built as shown in Fig. 1. Each SLS server ran in a 1.6G Intel Pentium 4 machine with 256 MB RAM. A SLS server needs to configure itself before its startup. The configuration includes specifying server name, server level, unicast address, and downloading service type information from a global service type repository and common ontologies from a service ontologies repository. We assume that all the available service types and common ontologies are stored in the global repository, which is located somewhere in the network. In our experiments, we set the default lifetime to 10 s for multicast and 2 s for unicast. All SLS servers can be discovered within the time limit. The average latency between a pair of parent–child servers is about 1.2 ms. We also tested the dynamic tree by adding one or more additional SLS servers to the existing tree in the testbed; and removing one or more SLS servers from the existing tree. Server joins and leaves the tree smoothly; and the tree adapts to the changes quickly. For example, the system takes 4.2 ms to update the server tree when a new SLS Server F wants to join C.

To measure the overhead of converting between different query forms, a SLS client sent out a query using a specific form, i.e. a service template, with a request of conversion. A SLS server received the query and convert to other forms. The worse case of the overhead occurred when converting a service template to a DAML description; takes about 0.5 ms. The overhead for the rest of converting cases are less than 0.2 ms.
5.1. Performance of service aggregation

The performance of our service aggregation scheme depends on number of service types and number of subclasses registered. The runtime of checking and updating a service type or a subclass is less than 1 µs. We studied how the number of server levels affects the performance of service aggregation by running a simulation. We limited the service type hierarchy or class hierarchy to 50; and set up a different number of SLS server levels with a child-to-parent relationship. Each time, a new service registered into the lowest server and aggregation is performed upward until reaching the root server. We measured the elapse time for service aggregation as shown in Fig. 7. The result shows our service aggregation scheme is linear in the number of server levels or scalable to number of servers.

5.2. Searching performance

We measured the system searching performance in two experiments. In Experiment 1, with 400 attribute-based service instances in each SLS server in the testbed, multiple mobile clients emulated using Pentium laptop with wireless LAN connectivity on separate machines made concurrent requests to different servers. We measured the average elapse time taken by our SLS system for different number of concurrent requests as shown in Fig. 8. For each experiment, the measurements were repeated for 10 times and the average results were collected. We found that the average elapse time for each search request is around 250 ms. The average elapse time for attribute searching is nearly proportional to number of concurrent requests. The attribute matching mechanism performs well as number of requests increases. It also demonstrates the SLS system is reasonably scalable with respect to number of users.

In Experiment 2, a SLS client on a separate machine made 10,000 requests continuously to Server D. We tested the attribute matching performance for different numbers of service instances running in each SLS server. Each time, a SLS server stored different number of attributed-based service instances starting from 100 to 600 instances.
We measured the average elapse time per request for different number of instances as shown in Fig. 9.

The elapse time for attribute matching is also nearly proportional to number of service instances. When the SLS servers store more service instances, the attribute matching performance will gradually decrease. This can be explained below. In our current implementation, all services are stored in memory of SLS server machines. When number of services, the required memory also increases. The operating system is increasingly spending more time in memory swapping, which deteriorates performance. Adding more memory on the SLS server machines will help to improve the performance. In the future, we plan to store service instances into database that can deal with large volume of data and hopefully this can better the searching performance.

5.3. Performance of the multiple matching engines

We implemented the attribute matching engine and the semantic matching engine. For the semantic matching, we adopt JTP (Fikes et al., 2003) as our DAML reasoner as it is an object-oriented modular reasoning system and it is easy to add-in a user specific reasoning modular. A query is specified by a DAML description through the application GUI and then converted to Knowledge Interchange Format which JTP can recognize.

We measured and compared the performance of attribute matching, semantic matching engines and Jini’s interface matching. With 400 service instances stored in

![Fig. 8. Average elaspe time of concurrent requests for 400 service instances in each SLS server.](image)

![Fig. 9. Average elaspe time of each search request for different number of service instances.](image)
Server D using different forms, a SLS client on a separate machine made multiple concurrent requests to Server D. We measured the average runtime per request for the three matching engines. For each matching engine, the measurements were repeated for 10 times and the average results were collected. As shown in Fig. 10, the attribute matching and the Java interface matching performs better than the semantic matching. They have a similar trend that is the average runtime per request increases proportionally to the number of concurrent requests. By further studying the factors affecting the average runtime of a search request for the semantic matching engine, we found the reasoning process has consumed a significant time in the overall matching process. It is the major factor which caused the performance difference compared with the other two engines.

We also find that the runtime for RMI operation is another important factor in terms of overall performance. As Java RMI is used in our system as a basic communication mechanism between a client and a server, hence, enhancing Java RMI operation will significantly improve the performance of all the three matching engines.

6. Conclusion

We have proposed and implemented a prototype of a flexible service discovery system known as SLS for m-commerce applications. The system automatically adapts its behaviour to handle dynamic changes of both SLS servers and services, hiding the complexities of internal mechanisms from users and service providers. The system is dynamic as it adopts the dynamic tree structure, and is flexible as it has multiple service matching mechanisms. The idea of service aggregation is embedded in our system, which is used for a faster searching and minimizing communication cost. In our future work, we will test the scalability of our prototype system in a wide-area network setting.
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